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Super Edit™ Software Release ---
Version 7.1D & 7.1E Release Notes

  
SE- V7.1E.1   

Features contained in the Version 7.1E software release includes the following
changes made since release V7.1D.

• GV Model 2200 Switchers - When doing Aux Bus previews on the GV2200 switcher,
the switcher will now switch between the R-VTR crosspoint and the crosspoint selected
in INIT # 74.  The default crosspoint is the output of M/E1 (049).

M/E1 = 049
M/E2 = 050

i.e.  INIT 74  “AUX M/E XPT = 049”

• INIT # 84 - Fixed a problem where if you set INIT # 84 to -001 it aborts VIDEO
ONLY previews.

• Performer Preview - Performer Preview now works properly with the VPE-131.

• Video only preview -  Fixed a problem where the Sony DVW-500 during Video only
previews would abort if previewed through a switcher Aux Bus.

SE- V7.1.D   

Features contained in the Version 7.1D software release includes the following
changes made since release V7.1C.

• Sony Switchers - Fixed the Auto Transition duration problem where the Auto-Trans
rate was fixed at 100 frames when triggered with a PEGS command.

 

• Sony Switchers - Fixed a problem where Super Edit intermittently wouldn't send a
transition rate command to the switcher.

• Accom RTD - Fixed a bug with control of the Accom RTD disk.
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• BVB Preview - Fixed a problem where BVB previews during an Aux Bus preview
didn’t switch to the preview-out black.

 

• BVB Preview - Fixed a problem where BVB previews would switch from Black to
Video, but only momentarily, and then to the  preview-out black..

• GV3000 EMEM - Fixed a problem with the GV3000 EMEM start command.

• Profile Interface Enhancements - This enhancement adds 4 channel audio control,
rapid random access search capability and improved synchronization.

• Videotek Color Corrector Interface - This interface to the Videotek SDC-101 Color
Corrector is now available.  This interface allows color corrector registers to be stored
in the EDL and later recalled to the color corrector.  PEGS and PEGS/Immediate
register triggers are also provided.  This driver will also work with many other color
corrector units that use the Sony color corrector protocol.

 

• Abekas 8150 Switcher Interface - This interface  provides a full Super Edit interface
to the Abekas 8100/8150, including Timeline Control using Ampex VTR/Abekas Disk
protocol.

• DA88/DA60 Improved Interface - Four channel audio is now fully supported and
synchronization is improved.  The DA88 must contain Rev. 4 or higher software.

• GV200 Aux Bus Preview - This interface adds Aux Bus Preview capability for the
GV200 switcher family.

• JVC BR-D85 (Digital S) Interface - Interface to the JVC BR-D85 is now available.

• Panasonic AG-DS550 Interface - Interface to the Panasonic AG-DS550 is now
available.

 

• Tektronix Performer - The Two-Performer Interface is now available.  This interface
allows one Performer to be used as a Preview Pre-selector and another Performer to be
used as a Preview Switcher.


